
VMC Twin Jig Head with Spinner Blade

VMC

Product number: VMC-TJ

The VMC Twin Jig: Sturdy zinc jig head for fast 
fishing with French hooks and premium finishes.

from 8,99 € * 8,99 €

Discover the versatility of the VMC Twin Jig jig head with spinner 
blade

The VMC Twin Jig is not just an ordinary lead head, but a combination of precision and innovation that will 
take your fishing experience to a new level. Made from high quality zinc, this jig head is equipped with a 
unique design that allows you to fish at exceptionally high retrieve speeds without compromising stability. 
As soon as the bait reaches the water, the integrated ball swivel immediately sets the spinner blade in motion 
to attract even the shyest fish.

French hooks for maximum reliability

The hooks of the VMC Twin Jig come directly from France and are characterised by their impressive 
strength. With a 2X strength, they are designed to withstand the toughest conditions and provide you with an 
unrivalled fishing experience.

Premium finishes for irresistible lustre

To maximise the lure's appeal, premium finishes have been used, including a special UV coating and 
holographic effect. These finishes give the lure a mesmerising sparkle that attracts the attention of fish and 
increases your chances of catching them.

Technical perfection with Locking Curve

The VMC Twin Jig not only impresses with its aesthetic design, but also with its technical sophistication. 
The unique shape of the locking curve ensures optimum attachment of the lure and minimises the risk of 



unintentional movement while fishing.

Variety for individual preferences

The VMC Twin Jig is available in a variety of designs to suit all anglers. Choose from three different colours 
and the corresponding sizes to suit your personal preferences and the needs of your fishing area:

7g #1/0
11g #2/0
14g #3/0
17g #4/0

* incl. tax, plus shipping

https://www.koeder-laden.de/en/Shipping-and-Charges/?force_sid=203164da866b40468ea6a93fb2f59bfc

